This year’s campaign for Undergraduate Association president and vice-president has embraced with bold, proclaimed suggestions to address many of the same problems in many of the same ways as the previous elections. If elected, three teams promise to do competent and unimproving work in the position.

Rinheart and Brown have run under the slogan “Vote Apathy.” Behind this discounting and misleading message, however, the pair does plan to ignore the UA, but to form it. They intend to make the UA into a vehicle for a new, exemplar of representative democracy. Students who have problems with the status quo or ideas on how to address an issue facing undergraduates will be encouraged to send e-mail to

The next three paragraphs are discussing the status of the funding of the UA and how it has been changing over time.

FUNDING

ABD Status Eases Funding Burden

If MIT is serious about offering PhD programs, then those students in those departments have a right to have their dissertation approved in a timely manner without going through bureaucratic red tape. The whole situation amounts to a simple: many graduate students are writing ABD students pay dramatically less tuition than graduate students, and MIT should.....

The next paragraph is discussing the results of a survey conducted by the UA, which showed that

STUDENTS MUST VOTE

In UA Elections

As a sophomore, my place at MIT and my devotion to it became more defined every day. In an effort to familiarize myself with the procedures and purpose of the Undergraduate Association Council, as well as the election of our student leaders, I attended the UAC last week night. When I learned that our UA is run by students, I felt a new understanding. Ask yourself this: “What is the UA and why do I care?” You’ll find that you’re either too lazy or too uninterested to answer it, as I was and still am, somewhat. So, make a choice: vote!
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